CFS Volunteer Testimonials
The CFS Foundation is a tremendously valuable organisation which exists to
support more than 13,000 CFS members most in their time of need. It provides
me personally with peace of mind knowing that if something serious should
happen to myself whilst undertaking CFS duties, that myself and most importantly
my family, will be cared for financially. After all, it’s the families that sacrifice the
most when CFS volunteers are away from their families volunteering. It is
therefore only just that families are looked after, if their loved one was serious
injured or tragically killed in the line of duty.
JASON SABEENEY, 47 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 30 YEARS
The CFS foundation is an amazing organisation that helps the volunteer
firefighters in their time of need by offering financial aid when a CFS member
is either severely injured or killed in the line of duty. I feel at ease in the fact
that if something was to happen to me, my family would be assisted by this
amazing and professional team.
JAMES MULHOLLAND, 24 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 2 YEARS

As a SA CFS Volunteer I am very grateful for all that the CFS Foundation us
doing to help and support CFS Volunteers. Without the support that the
foundation offers the CFS Volunteers through their corporate sponsorship, our
brigade would not have seen the role of the defibrillators.
BILL CORCORAN, 52 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 16 YEARS

Since volunteering for the CFS is such a big part of our lives, I’m thankful for the
CFS Foundation. Knowing that all the CFS Volunteers have the financial support
for themselves and their families should they need it, it allows us to focus on
keeping the community safe.
NICKY BRIDGES, 43 YEARS OLD -CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 30 YEARS

I have been a CFS Volunteer for 10 years now and my husband Rohan
has been a CFS Volunteer for 14 years. Volunteering doesn’t actually
seem like a big deal to us because it’s something we are both very
passionate about. I have recently taken a step back in Volunteering after
having children, but my husband is still a CFS Volunteer and I now realise
the importance of having the CFS Foundation. Knowing that there is
support should anything happen to Rohan is invaluable. Knowing there is
an organization out there that is purely for the CFS Volunteers is truly
wonderful.
JESS SMITH, 31 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 10 YEARS
ROHAN SMITH, 30 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 14 YEARS
I know that without the CFS Foundation many volunteers and their families would
be unwilling to do what they do. Knowing that someone who understands us is
there to support you in our time of need, if the unfortunate was to happen. Is a
great feeling. Keep up the great work.
ANDREW HINKLEY, - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 6 YEARS

It’s nice to know that being a part of the CFS there is the CFS Foundation who is
available to assist my loved one and I, if an injury happens. I know they would be
there to support me in my recovery. It continues to bring together that team
atmosphere that we have when we volunteer with the CFS.
ANDREW MANSFIELD, 44 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 13 YEARS

The CFS Foundation provides an invaluable and selfless network of support
and financial resources to those CFS Volunteers who are unfortunately
personally impacted in the line of voluntary duty. Along with this, the CFS
Foundation also provides great publicity and recruitment tools through
campaigns on their social media pages, which has been very successful so far!
Without the CFS Foundation, volunteers would lack a significant area of
support offered by the CFS Foundation and hence its important to note that all
support provided is made possible by generous donations from the public.
KANE ABRAHAM, 18 YEARS OLD - CFS VOLUNTEER FOR 3 YEARS

